
RELEASE 5.04
Summary of Fixes - April 2011

Fix Ref: Applications > Supporting Documents
469 Remove site plan link from Supporting Docs section

This fix has removed the Site Plan link which appeared in the Supporting Docs section which did not require to be 
there. 

Registration
4582 Amended Country field on Registration page 

This fix ensures the 'Country' field on the Registration page defaults correctly to the UK.
4546 Fix to ensure Continue button on the ‘Change User Type’ confirmation screen works in Firefox

Until this fix was put in place, only the space surrounding the text on the continue button on the change user type 
confirmation screen in Firefox worked and when clicking on the letters within the button nothing happened.  This is 
now fixed and the Continue button can be used correctly.

Site Content
480 Fix to downloaded Files

Previous issues with downloading files with spaces contained in the filename have now been resolved.
489 Fix to correct accessible language version

Users can now access the appropriate language version of the Portal directly by using the relevant link. 
495 Fix to amend Accessible Version link text to High Contrast

The title of the link to the 'High Contrast Version' is displayed incorrectly as 'Accessible Version' when users are 
using the Accessible version of the site.  This fix now ensures the correct title is shown in the correct page when 
opened.

Agent Administration
4578 Fix to correct Account Disabled message 

Until the fix was put in place, when the agent user selected “Planning – Make an application” and “Planning – View 
your application”, the Account Disabled message displayed an “Error 404” error message.  This is now corrected 
and an error message is no longer displayed.  The Account Disabled message is also now displayed in the middle of 
the page, not at the top. 

Homepage Portlets
4224 Text on Homepage portlets

This fix enables the minimise/maximise text which didn't previously appear when hovering over the icon on the 
homepage portlets to show correctly.

491 Fix to update street information on LPA portlets
On the 'Find your LPA' portlet, the relevant contact portal address for the searched LPA now shows in full.  
Previously the field 'Street' displayed the partial address. 
For Welsh Users only:

Permission
4606 Fix to resolve display issues on Welsh language ‘Do you need permission’ page

This fix has removed duplicate content that was displayed on the welsh language 'Do you need permission page'.  
The fix has also ensured that the page is no longer stretching content on to the right side. The 'See also' section is 
now also in place.

Site Content
4598 Fix to correct the browser heading spelling for Welsh English applications

In Welsh applications (shown in the English language) "Planning Portal | 1Appenenen" previously displayed on 
browser headings and/or browser tabs for all application pages for IE6, IE8 and Firefox.  This fix has now resolved 
this.  A similar issue also occurred for the Welsh language version with '1Appcycycycy' displaying.  This has now 
been fixed so that the correct browser headings are displayed.

Applications  
811 Correct links to Notices 1 and 2 for Welsh applications 

This fix has produced the correct links to Notices 1 and 2 within a Welsh application and now link to the correct 
Welsh versions of each notice.


